
experiencing   some   wind   and   then   coming   back   to   holland   through   germany

trees from the forest below and trying to fly a drone for filming the field but 

18117: "a month started in italy working in the field up in the mountains pulling 

while in holland"

but  also  several  natural  catastrophes  around  the  world  read  on  the  news  daily 

12145: "again several terrorist related casualties and clashes in the middle east 

addiction"

from   all   the   energy   drinking   teens   and   developing   the   story   out   of   their 

08086:  "protagonist  of  the  fable  suggested  by  myrthe  and  now  getting  inspired 

nice curves and colors"

the painting with her seating next to me in her stroller but still managing some 

italy and now also with livia to take care of and unable to fully concentrate on 

07115:  "painting  executed  back  in  my  dutch  study  after  a  whole  month  away  in 

quite a gay guy as well as two russians living in stockholm"

jason and then meeting several folk at a gallery opening for refugees and meeting 

also  a  quite  under  drugs  american  artist  introduced  to  us  by  my  curator  friend 

10107: "people met in the netherlands such as my girlfriend's new neighbours but 

myrthe"

them while driving and writing them down during breaks or telling the titles to 

getting to hear quite some songs driving through germany and trying to memorize 

hearing  the  same  songs  from  myrthe  watching  tv-series  while  breastfeeding  and 

03100: "singing some songs with daniela while she visited us in holland and later 

sterilizing my hands to avoid transmitting her any bacteria"

following myrthe at work in utrecht but not picking while holding livia and often 

working and us walking with the stroller and picking trash both in culemborg and 

11191:   "back   in   holland   talking   extensive   walks   with   livia   now   with   myrthe 

still finding some politically charged flyers but also more common ones"

11190: "still in nurimberg now talking a long evening walk in the arab suburbs 

related things about the city"

well  as  turkish  and  kurdish  politically  charged  fliers  and  just  a  few  tourist 

11189:  "in  nurimberg  during  workers'  day  and  picking  much  communist  fliers  as 

father and later with them reaching nurimberg and starting to pick trash there"

11188: "still in padua picking trash while walking with myrthe and livia and her 

in the mountains"

later picking trash visiting shortly bassano and padua despite all the forest work 

11187:  "picking  trash  crossing  venice  to  fix  a  few  things  in  my  apartment  and 



despite my good will"

blocking of my italian project now once again living a most precarious existence 

stroller  and  at  this  point  becoming  more  concerned  with  politicians  and  their 

work there and later back in holland while going around with livia asleep in the 

09076: "thoughts recorded first of all in italy walking up to the cathedral to 

blue curve with still a red dot present"

with baby livia giving me some free time and making a nice but less complicated 

07116: "painting execute in my dutch study taking advantage of myrthe going out 

with baby livia"

gray and cold weather but without so much rain being able to be mostly out walking 

coming back to holland and experiencing some very sunny days but then also some 

with a stop over in nuremberg feeling much colder and grayer there till at last 

16121: "a month experiencing the heat of italy and then driving through germany 

the shots a bit unsteady"

at times having to carry her while operating the camera only with one hand making 

livia in the stroller and filming public spaces both in culemborg and utrecht and 

14152: "taking advantage of the nice weather and spending much time out pushing 

with livia while waiting for myrthe to finish to work"

to the park in culemborg and on longer walks also by the river and in utrecht also 

walking there a lot with the stroller attempting to get livia to sleep going daily 

strolling around with myrthe and livia before driving back to the netherlands and 

reach   the   field   of   my   cathedral   then   walking   in   the   nice   city   of   nuremberg 

05120: "walking to begin with in italy at an antique fair and in the mountains to 

city there"

both in culemborg as well as following myrthe to work in utrecht and roaming the 

experiencing quite some wind also being outdoor most of my time walking with livia 


